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 ملخص الرسالة
 محمد مجاهد أمين الاسم
 تبعلت )FP(على اساس مرشح الجسيمات)OSP( تقنيات سرب الجسيمات المتحسن  عنوان الرسالة
 المتعدد )BWU(ضالعر الفائق النطاقالهدف في شبكة اجهزة اسشعار الرادار ذات 
 الهندسة الكهربائية القسم
 4102ديسمبر،  التاريخ
 
أو  المستهدفة مراقبة الأجسام المختلفة كالكشف عن الأشياء وشبكات الاستشعار تستخدم بشكل رئيسي في التطبيقات 
 الحساسة.ت لحركات غير المصرح بها حول المنشآالكشف عن الأشخاص غير المتعاونين كالمتسللين عبر الحدود، أو ا
نطاق عريض من شبكات الاستشعار هدف كالمتسلل البشري في في هذه الرسالة، تم اقتراح خوارزميتين لتتبع مسار ال
 متعددة الاستقبال.أجهزة المتضمنة لمرسل واحد و )BWU(الرادارية 
سراب الجسيمات لتقديم الحلول المناسبة لمشكلة أهذه الخوارزميات مبنية على مرشح الجسيمات المضمنة مع خوارزمية 
 لمشوشة.تتبع المسار في البيئات الديناميكية و ا
سراب الجسيمات المتكيفة أالخوارزمية الأولى المعتمدة على الحل الأمثل باستخدام مرشح الجسيمات المبنية على 
المعتمد على و  كفاءة والذي بدوره هو المرشح للجسيمات والمضمن مع )FPOSPWA(المعتمدة على القصور الوزني و
والتي تسهم في تحسين الحل التقاربي للخوارزمية، بالاضافة الى  القصور الوزني التكيفي لخوارزمية أسراب الجسيمات
 للخوارزمية، بالاضافة الى مساهمتها في حل مشكلة قلة العينات وتطوير دقة التتبع. التحيزمعالجة قضية 
والتي هي )FPOSPD( مرشح الجسيمات المعتمدة على خوارزمية أسراب الجسيمات الموزعة أما الخوارزمية الثانية فهي 
مقسمة الى  )OSP(أنها مضمنة مع مرشح الجسيمات وأن جسيمات  حيثمن  )FPOSPWA(النسخة الأكثر تطورا من 
حلولا أقوى لمشاكل بدورها والتي تعطي بين الجسيمات مبنية على المسافة الأقل نسبيا من الأولى والمجموعات أصغر 
 .تتبع الأهداف
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Sensor networks, for indoor surveillance, have caught the attention of researchers
in the last decade. Sensor networks are mainly used for applications such as
emergence detection, target of interest monitoring, non-cooperative human object
detection such as an intruder (target) for border surveillance, intrusion unau-
thorized movement around critical facilities and to precisely estimate the target
location at consecutive time instants (target tracking) [1]. Target tracking is the
estimation of an object kinematic state, this may be its current state or its future
state based on current state [2]. The ability to track an object is a valuable feature
for any sensor network as so more focus will be given to the area of interest [3].
The radar sensor network (RSN) is an optimum choice for sensor networks [4].
Radar acts as all condition all weather sensor and performs in diverse environments
[3]. Radar is an active sensor as it transmits an electromagnetic signal (EM), it
senses larger search space compared to other passive sensors [5]. Therefore radar
sensor network requires less number of sensors to cover the same space compared
1
to other sensor networks [4].
Indoor target tracking with radar sensor networks is a challenging task due
to unpredictable motion of the target and the presence of multipath [6]. In this
work, two new algorithms are proposed for target (human intruder) tracking in an
ultra wideband (UWB) multistatic radar sensor network (RSN) consisting of one
transmitter and multiple receivers. These algorithms are based on Particle Filter
(PF) with embedded variants of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) techniques
to provide a solution of tracking problem in dynamic and noisy environments.
First algorithm; Adaptive inertia Weight Particle Swarm Optimization Particle
Filter (AWPSOPF), is a PF embedded with fitness based adaptive inertia weight
PSO that improves the convergence of PSO, tackle PSO bias issue, solves PF
sample impoverishment problem and improve tracking accuracy. The second al-
gorithm; Distributed Particle Swarm Optimization Particle Filter (DPSOPF), is
an enhanced version of AWPSOPF where distributed PSO is embedded in PF and
PSO particles are divided into further small groups based on minimum distance
which provides a robust solution for target tracking problem.
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Radar Sensor Network
The “radar” is abbreviated from RAdio Detection And Ranging. In general,
radars use electromagnetic (EM) waveforms and directional antennas transmit
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EM energy into a search volume in space to detect targets [3]. Targets within
a search volume reflect back portions of this EM energy (radar echoes/returns)
towards the radar. Then the radar receiver processes these echoes to obtain the
target information such as location, angular position, velocity, and other target
characteristics [7]. Radar systems can be classified into many categories based on
the specific characteristics, such as location, mission, operating frequency band,
antenna type and location, and waveforms utilized [3].
Radars are classified based on their operating location as ground, airborne or
ship based radar systems. Another classification is based on the mission and the
functionality of the radar such as weather, search, tracking, early warning radars
etc [7]. Radars are also classified by their waveform types such as continuous wave
(CW) or pulsed radars [7]. CW radars have separate non-collocated transmitting
and receiving antennas and accurately measure target radial velocity (based on
Doppler shift) and target angle [3]. CW radars require some form of modulation
to measure target range information. Pulsed radars emit pulsed waveforms and
can be classified on the basis of the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) such as high
PRF (>1000 pulses per second (pps)), medium PRF (>350 pps and<1000 pps)
and low PRF (<350 pps) [3]. Pulsed radar measures target range accurately, high
PRF radar also measures radar target radial velocity. Radars may be classified
based on the operating frequency band. Low frequency radars mainly used in
ships and on the ground where high frequency radars mainly used in airborne
applications.
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Radars are also classified based on intra Pulse modulation such as pulse code
modulation, linear frequency modulation and phase modulation [3]. Pulse band-
width is also used to classify radar as narrowband, wideband and ultra-wideband
(UWB). Radar systems can also be classified based on antenna locations such
as i) mono-static where transmit and receive antennas are positioned on same
location or single antenna is multiplexed for transmitting and receiving signals,
ii) bi-static where transmit and receive antennas are positioned on different lo-
cations for transmission and reception of EM signals, and iii) multi-static radar,
which consists of at least three or more non collocated transmitting and receiving
antennas [8].
Radars are also classified as an active and passive based on EM signal trans-
mission mechanism. Active radar transmits known EM signal that receiver knows
in advance and the positions of the transmitter and receiver are known, pas-
sive radar does not know about transmitted signal and transmitter location in
advance, it tries to estimate transmitted signal and location of transmitter and
treats unknown transmitter as a target [3].
Multi-static radar is a natural choice for Radar Sensor Network (RSN). Due to
spatial diversity in multi-static radar, more information is available and wide cov-
erage area is gained [8]. Impulse Radio (IR) Ultra-wideband (UWB) technology
is an ideal candidate for radar sensor network to be used for indoor surveillance
due to the obstacle penetration ability of UWB signals and more immune to
multipath effects [1]. UWB radar sensors are not dependent upon environmental
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exposure and also not affected by environment exposure compare to other sensors,
for example, visual sensor (which depend on light) and acoustic senor (which are
affected by voice disturbance) [4]. UWB radar sensors can be concealed in any
object like trees, rocks etc [4]. UWB radar sensors can co-exist with large num-
ber of devices operating in their surroundings [1]. UWB sensors use low power
and short pulses for transmission, these pulses are considered as the background
noise by other sensing devices and this makes UWB sensor networks prone to
jamming [1]. These short pulses offer an extraordinary resolution and localization
precision even in indoor multi-path environment [4, 9]. Impulse radio technol-
ogy also reduces system complexity, there is no need of up convertors and down
convertors [10].
There are many approaches for target tracking using radar sensors. The most
effective ones are based on estimating parameters such as time of arrival (TOA),
time difference of arrival (TDOA), angle of arrival (AOA) and received signal
strength (RSS) [6, 11].
Radar sensor networks collect measurements from all the receivers and combine
them. The processing unit estimates the present state of the target based on the
received measurements and previous target states. This new update is reported
to system users. These measurements are nonlinear functions of target state and
mainly consist of position and velocity [12].
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1.1.2 Particle Filter
There are many electronic signal processing systems that rely on estimation theory
to extract information as Radar, Robotics, Seismology, Image analysis, Commu-
nications and Control etc [13]. Estimators are classified as i) optimal estimators
that achieve Cramer Rao lower bound (CRLB) with finite observations as mini-
mum variance unbiased estimators (MVUE), and ii) suboptimal estimators that
achieve CRLB if infinite observations are available [13]. Estimators are also clas-
sified based on estimation parameter of intersect. If the estimated parameter is
deterministic and unknown constant, then these estimators are classical estimators
and if the estimated parameter is a random variable and estimators are estimating
their particular realization then these estimators are Bayesian estimators [13].
Particle filter (PF) belongs to Bayesian estimators suboptimal filter family.
PF is a sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) method as particles (point masses) in
PF represents posterior probability of a state at a given time for SMC based
estimation [14]. PF is a solution for Hidden Markov Model (HMM) in which
system have observable variables (observation process) and hidden variables (state
process). These variables are related by some known function and the probabilistic
model of dynamical system that relates change of state variables is known [15]. PF
based estimation is a desired solution for nonlinear, non-Gaussian and multimodal
probability distribution cases [16].
PF was first proposed by the name of poor man’s Monte Carlo by Hammersley
in 50’s [17]. PF was reinvented by Gordon when he published his work “A novel
6
Approach to nonlinear/non-Gaussian Bayesian State estimation” in 1993 [18] as
his algorithm (PF) does not require any prior assumptions about noise and system
state.
1.1.3 Particle Swarm Optimization
Particle swarm optimization (PSO), introduced by Russell Eberhart and Ken-
ndey [19, 20], is a versatile population based optimization based on the intelli-
gence and movement of swarms for nonlinear functions. PSO derives its inspira-
tion from the aggregate motion of a flock of birds, herd of animals and similar
natural group movements of others spices. Swarm of birds has many contrasts
as it consists of discrete birds, but swarm’s overall motion is synchronized like
fluid motion. This is because the bird’s location looks randomly distributed, but
their motion is synchronized by some intentional and centralized control. Swarm
motion is aggregate result of the actions of individuals but there is some type
of information sharing between swarm individuals. Based on these observations
Craig W. Reynolds coined term of Particle swarm for computer graphic design
on basis of collision avoidance, velocity matching and swarm centering similar to
bird swarms [21].
PSO was originally used to solve non-linear continuous optimization problems,
but more recently it has been used in many practical, real-life application prob-
lems. PSO draws inspiration from the sociological behavior associated with bird
flocking. It is a natural observation that birds can fly in large groups with no
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collision for extended long distances, making use of their effort to maintain an
optimum distance between themselves and their neighbors.
PSO works like a cooperative system, where each particle is able to take the
decision based on its individual current and past observations, this decision is
modified based on observations from other particles of the swarm.
1.2 Thesis Contributions
This thesis proposes two new algorithms to improve target tracking in radar sensor
networks and provide a robust solution of tracking problem. The first proposed
algorithm is an Adaptive inertia Weight Particle Swarm Optimization based on
Particle Filter (AWPSO-PF) which uses the diversity of particles of PSO to im-
prove re-sampling of particle filter (PF). This improves particle filter performance
and overcomes computation overhead in addition. Adaptive weights are used for
fast convergence of particle swarm optimization. The second proposed algorithm
distributes particle swarm into small swarms. In the new proposed algorithm,
particles can more diversely explore the search space. The probability of parti-
cles trapping in local optimized points is reduced. These distributed swarms of
particles are used for resampling of a particle filter. This mechanism will improve
overall performance and makes the algorithm robust. This proposed algorithm is
named as Distributed Particle Swarm Optimization based Particle Filter (DPSO-
PF).
These algorithms mainly address the PF sample impoverishment issue, PSO
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bias issue, PSO slow convergence issue and PSO tendency to trap local optimal
solution issue for target tracking in RSN. The PF faces degeneracy problem, after
some iterations only few particles will remain with significant weights compared to
the remaining particles [16]. The solution of this degeneracy problem is to resam-
ple particles where low weight particles are replaced with high weight particles.
During PF re-sampling step, there is a probability that large weight particles will
be picked multiple times compared to small weight particles so diversity of par-
ticles tend to decrease after re-sampling and this phenomena is known as sample
impoverishment [16].
As PSO directs all particles towards optimum solutions, all particles memorize
their best position in swarm. This increases the significant weights of all particles
and overcome PF sample impoverishment issue, PSO has a bias issue as PSO
particles have tendency to move toward coordinate axis of search space [22–24].
Where PSO convergence is improved by using adaptive weights and distributed
swarms are used to minimize probability of PSO to trap in local optimal solutions.
1.3 Thesis Layout
This thesis is divided into six chapters. First chapter is introduction to target
tracking problem, Radar related terms, PSO and PF algorithms and thesis con-
tributions. Second chapter is a literature review related to estimation and tracking
problem in wireless and radar sensor network. Third chapter mainly describes the
system model that will be used for algorithm, includes the derivation of max-
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imum likelihood estimator for tracking problem and functionality of PF, PSO
algorithms. Fourth chapter is a description of proposed algorithms and how these
algorithms are functioning on linear dynamic system. Fifth chapter describes the
simulated data models and results by applying the new proposed algorithm com-
pare to conventional algorithms. Sixth chapter is concluded remarks and proposed
future work.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
UWB based target position estimation and tracking can be divided in three cat-
egories. First one is based on mapping or finger printing where the target search
area is well scanned and a database maintains previous known estimated values of
modeled and simulated target. In real scenarios, target estimate is based on this
database. Mainly mapping algorithm uses RSS values and compare to recorded
data which is called radio fingerprinting to estimate presence and track target [1].
Probabilistic method, k nearest neighbor and neural networks are the main
three techniques that are used for position estimation based on radio finger print-
ing. Youssef et. al. proposed a probabilistic based clustering technique by utilizing
probability distribution of signal strength with clustering of locations to estimate
the position of the target [25]. Bahl et. al. proposed k nearest neighbor based
position estimation technique by utilizing radio finger printing combined with the
signal processing model [26]. Battiti et. al. proposed neural network based tech-
nique where neural networks are used to compensate nonlinearity between radio
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fingerprinting and RSS for position estimation [27]. Headley et. al. proposed a
position estimation algorithm by change in multipath due to presence of target
for UWB RSN [28]. Svecova et. al. proposed a position estimation based on the
least square difference and Taylor series approximation of current received signal
with radio frequency RF map [29]. All above methods require a record of radio
fingerprinting, however for many scenarios, this is not possible and not practi-
cal [1]. Also fingerprinting methods require a lot of computation power as these
algorithms are based on comparing and matching [1].
A second category of position estimation is based on geometrical techniques
to estimate target position from direct measurements so these techniques do not
require a database. Trilateration is a geometric technique that computes the posi-
tion based on the TOA estimates between the target and radar sensors. Distances
between target and radar sensor calculated based on these TOA. These distances
are used to estimate target position by calculating the point of intersection of cir-
cles drawn by these distances as shown in figure 2.1. At least three radar sensors
at different locations required to compute the position of target [30]. d1, d2 and
d3 are distances calculated based on TOA from the target node located at (xt, yt)
where sensor nodes are located at (x1, y1), (x2, y2) and (x3, y3) respectively. Target
position can be calculated by following equations [30].
xt =
(y2 − y1)(x22 − x23 + y22 − y23 + d23 − d22) + (y2 − y3)(x21 − x21 + y21 − y22 + d22 − d21)
2[(x2 − x3)(y2 − y1) + (x1 − x2)(y2 − y3)]
(2.1)
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yt =
(x2 − x1)(x22 − x23 + y22 − y23 + d23 − d22) + (x2 − x3)(x21 − x21 + y21 − y22 + d22 − d21)
2[(x2 − x1)(y2 − y3) + (x2 − x3)(y1 − y2)]
(2.2)
Figure 2.1: Trilateration Technique
Triangulation is another geometric technique that computes the position based
on the angle of arrival (AOA) estimation between the target and radar sensors.
Target position is estimated based on the intersection of two lines as shown in
figure 2.2. This technique requires at least two radar sensors [31]. ψ1 and ψ2
indicates AOA at sensor nodes from the target node located at (xt, yt), these
nodes are located at (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) respectively. Then target position can
be calculated by following equations [31]
xt =
x2 tanψ2 − x1 tanψ1 + y1 − y2
tanψ2 − tanψ1
(2.3)
yt =
y1 tanψ2 − y2 tanψ1 + (x2 − x1)tanψ1tanψ2
tanψ2 − tanψ1
(2.4)
Geometric techniques are straight forward if measurements are error free which
is not possible in real world scenarios. These schemes do not provide exact one
point intersection when measurements are noisy [1]. Due to noise in the measure-
ments, the solution of geometric technique provides multiple intersection points
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Figure 2.2: Triangulation Technique
which means that estimated target is present at multiple positions that is not
possible and this is called position ambiguity [1]. Geometric approaches faces real
challenges due to position ambiguity problem as these techniques require error
free measurements which is not possible in multipath, multi scatter and cluttered
environment [1]. In most of cases, these schemes are not practical and require an
additional stochastic algorithm to compensate their shortcomings [1]. To improve
performance of geometric techniques, a number of methods are proposed. Grogin-
sky suggested a recursive position estimator by using trilateration and maximum
likelihood [32]. Manolakis proposed an algorithm for the position estimates based
on uncertainty in the range measurements and special distribution of reference
points [33]. Thomas and Ros derived formulae for position estimate also based on
trilateration by using CayleyMenger determinants instead of centric coordinates
to estimate the position error and this estimated error is used to compensate the
target position estimate [34]. Decarli et. al. proposed a joint position estimation
technique with radio frequency identification (RF ID) and RSN based on variation
at RF ID receiver antenna and trilateration [35].
Due to limitation of mapping and geometric techniques, the most suitable
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choice for estimation is statistical techniques. The main focus of these estimators
is Bayesian approaches as movement of the target is also modeled as a random
process [36, 37]. The most popular Bayesian statistical estimation technique is
Kalman Filter (KF) for tracking applications due to its recursive nature and low
computation complexity. It offers an optimal solution under the assumption of
linearity and Gaussian measurement noise distribution [38]. A lot of Kalman
filter approaches are recently proposed for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) to
tackle the effects of uncertainty and measurement noise in target tracking appli-
cations [39–43]. KF implemented in wireless sensor networks by two strategies:
one is based on one common central processing unit which is called fusion center
and the other is decentralized approach where sensor nodes near proximity of tar-
get take measurements and communicate this data to other nodes. Thus KF is
implemented locally node to node. Since KF assumes that noise probability dis-
tribution function (PDF) is Gaussain at every step, posterior probability density
is characterized by only its mean and covariance and system is described by only
linear equations. However, many real world systems are nonlinear and noise is not
necessarily Guassain in many cases [16, 18, 44]. RF prorogation mainly modeled
by Rayleigh or Rice distribution and target movement is described by Newton’s
law of motions that results in nonlinear equations [45, 46]. Thus, KF is not the
best choice for target tracking in radar sensor network. A solution of linear and
Gaussain assumption problem is to use extended Kalman filter (EKF) which uti-
lizes the first term in a Taylor expansion where probability density function (PDF)
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is approximated as Gaussian [47]. EKF reduces linearization errors in range by
using the measurement components of a detection recursively in a certain order,
but this approach is not very effective at shorter ranges [48]. Di and Joo pre-
sented a comprehensive study of implementation of KF and EKF which is based
on one or two measurements available from TOA, DTOA, RSS and angle of ar-
rival [49]. Hongyang et. al. proposed EKF for position estimation in WSN based
on TDOA measurements [50]. Caceres et. al. proposed adaptive EKF for position
estimation in WSN based on RSS measurements [51]. Ribeiro et. al. proposed
many variants of EKF based on TOA measurements for central and distributed
computing configurations of wireless sensor networks [52]. EKF is stable and es-
timation converges if parameters carefully tuned according to specific conditions
and the system model is well approximated. Otherwise, if these approximations
are unreliable, EKF is prone to diverge or converge slowly [53].
There are many new approaches for recursive nonlinear estimation that ap-
peared in literature in the last decade. Particle filter (PF) is a statistical estima-
tion technique based on recursive Monte Carlo statistical signal processing that
provides a desired solution for the estimation problem in non linear, non Gaussain
cases. PF performs sequential Monte Carlo estimation by utilizing independent
random samples of probability densities and these samples called particles and
weight associated with particles represent point mass representations of the pos-
terior probability density function of the state. PF basic framework is introduced
in 50’s, but after the introduction of resampling phase in 90’s, large scale and low
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cost availability of computation devices, drastically increased PF based estimation
in many fields [17,18]. A resampling step to replace low weight particles with high
weight particles until the number of particles satisfies threshold. Gustafsson et.
al. described a general frame work for particle filter based position estimation and
tracking [15, 54]. Earliest usage of PF by Arulampalam et al. for ground radar
when they proposed PF based algorithm for ground moving target indication [55].
Housfater et al. proposed PF based algorithm to estimate missing measurements
in multistatic radar network [56]. Ing proposed a distributed version of PF for
object tracking in sensor networks [57].
PF without resampling faces the degeneracy problem where particle weights
decrease drastically so after few iterations only few particles are contributing
towards estimation. A suitable metric for degeneracy is introduced by Liu and
Rong [58]. Resampling eradicate this problem but cause another phenomena called
sample impoverishment. As in resampling there is more probability that large
weight particles will be picked multiple times compare to small weight particles.
Therefore, diversity of particles tends to decrease and in extreme case, all particles
might converge into a single particle. This will degrade particle filter estimation.
A solution to this problem is resampling by particle swarm optimization.
Particle swarm optimization is a modern optimization algorithm, which be-
longs to the category of swarm intelligence methods. Particle swarm optimization
was originally used to solve nonlinear continuous optimization problems, but more
recently it has been used in many practical, real life application problems. The
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particle swarm is an ad hoc system where each particle is on its own and acts
upon its local information, but as a group of particles, the swarm of particles is
capable of self organizing to perform complex tasks. Due to intercommunication
among the particles, the formation of complex structures is possible at swarm
level, which helps in solving complex optimization problems.
Schwaab et al and He et al used PSO for nonlinear parameter estimation
[59, 60]. Low and Guo proposed an optimal location assignment by using PSO
[61]. Kulkarni et al., Gopakumar and Jacob proposed wireless sensor position
estimation scheme by using PSO [62] [63]. PSO has a bias issue as PSO particles
have tendency to move toward coordinate axis of search space [22–24].
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CHAPTER 3
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND
PARTICLE FILTER, PARTICLE
SWARM OPTIMIZATION
ALGORITHMS
A moving target represents a dynamic system and dynamic system requires at
least two models. The first model is a motion model that describes the change in
the target state with respect to time, it is also called system model. The second
model is a measurement model which relates the noisy measurements to the state.
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3.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
3.1.1 Target movement model
Target motion is modeled as a piecewise linear dynamic system (LDS). General
form of LDS for stochastic process is given in the following equation [64]
s(t) = F s˙(t) + G(t)u(t) + n(t) (3.1)
where t indicates time, s(t) and s˙(t) are current and past states, F is a system
transition, G(t) is input gain, u(t) is an input vector at that instant and n(t) is
the process noise [64]. In target tracking problem, input is unknown and the con-
tinuous motion model is difficult to realize. Therefore, we are using the following
discrete model [65].
s(k) = F s(k − 1) + G(k)ak (3.2)
where ak is the target acceleration with zero mean and σ
2
a is the variance of
target acceleration. In target tracking problem, input vector is unknown, we do
not know exactly how much force is behind variation of position, velocity and
acceleration of the target. The input vector for target tracking is also random as
target position, velocity an acceleration can vary at any time instant by unknown
applied force. G(k) applies the effect of unknown random acceleration to state
vector. The transition matrix F will be explained later.
For simplicity of derivation, one dimensioned motion is assumed then this is
extended to two dimensions. s is a state vector that represents the target current
position and velocity in x axis. s = [x vx ]
T where x is target position and vx
is target velocity. Measurements are updated after Δt time as k indicates the
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measurement update number. From constant linear motion equation [65]
F =
1 Δt
0 1
 (3.3)
G =
Δt2/2
Δt
 (3.4)
then new model is [16]
s(k) = F s(k − 1) + νk (3.5)
where νk is a multivariate Gaussian noise with zero mean as νk ∼ N (0, Q),
Q is a covariance matrix based on acceleration variance σ2a and process noise νk,
that is [65],
Q = σ2aGG
T = σ2a
Δt4/4 Δt3/2
Δt3/2 Δt2
 (3.6)
Now this model is extended to two dimensions where s is a state vector that rep-
resents the target current position and velocity in x and y axis. s = [x vx y vy]
T
where x, y are target positions and vx and vy are target velocities in x and y
axis directions accordingly. Measurements are processed after a time interval Tf
that is called frame time. The state vector is extended to two dimensions and the
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transition matrix is [48]
F =

1 Tf 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 Tf
0 0 0 1

(3.7)
The covariance matrix for two dimensions by assumption of independent noise in
every dimension is [48]
Q = σ2a

T 4f /4 T
3
f /2 0 0
T 3f /2 T
2
f 0 0
0 0 T 4f /4 T
3
f /2
0 0 T 3f /2 T
2
f

(3.8)
3.1.2 UWB Multistatic Radar Setup (Measurement
Model)
A UWB multistatic single transmitter Tx and multiple receivers Rx1, Rx2,...,
RxN are considered for single input multiple output (SIMO) nodes radar setup
where the transmitter and receiver nodes are placed at different locations. One
receiver antenna can be multiplexed with transmitter on the same location where
transmitter antenna is located. A central node collects processed data from all
nodes for position estimation and target tracking.
An unmodulated first derivative Gaussian mono-cycle pulse is selected for
transmission from transmitter as it facilitates the design of amplifiers and an-
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tennas. Transmitted pulse p(t) is generated according to the following equation
at time t where pulse width is controlled by τp which is called pulse width param-
eter [66].
p(t) = At e
−
t2
2τ 2p (3.9)
where A is pulse amplitude and e is an exponential constant.
The transmitter node transmits Gaussian monocycle pulses repeatedly after
a time interval that is called pulse repetition time (PRT ). A frame consists of
Nprt number of pulses that are processed jointly where Tf is frame time for one
frame and Tf = (Nprt)×(PRT ) . The system is designed in such way that channel
response to transmitted pulses does not change in a frame duration and movement
of the target is not affecting channel response during a single frame. Hereafter,
terms frame and scan are used alternatively.
Received pulse rj at jth receiver node without any type of interference is a
delayed version of transmitted pulse p(t− τj) and time delay τj can be calculated
as [67–69]
τj =
d(Tx, Tgt) + d(Rxj , T gt)
c
(3.10)
where d(Tx, Tgt) is the distance between the transmitter antenna and the
target, d(Rxj , T gt) is the distance between jth receiver antenna and target and
c = 3× 108 meter/second is the speed of light in free space. So this equation can
be written as [67–69]
τj =
√
(xTx − xTgt)2 + (yTx − yTgt)2 +
√
(xRxj − xTgt)2 + (yRxj − yTgt)2
c
(3.11)
where xTx, yTx are x axis and y axis position of the transmitter node antenna,
xRxj , yRxj are x axis and y axis positions of jth receiver node antennas and xTgt,
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yTgt are x axis and y axis position of the target.
3.1.3 Maximum likelihood Position estimation based on
Time of Arrival
The following estimation will be used in particle filter and particle swarm opti-
mization algorithms. First, we derive it for a single transmitter and receiver pair.
Let rij is received signal at jth receiver where i indicates the pulse number within
a frame. For simplicity of derivation, it is assumed that clutter is removed and
transmitted pulse is received from direct path as given in the following equation.
rj(t) = ajp(t− τj) + wj(t) (3.12)
In this equation, rj(t) is the received pulse at jth receiver, aj is a channel gain
that is established between transmitter to target and target to jth receiver and
which can be negative or positive and for simplicity of derivation, it is assumed
that channel gain remains constant during one frame. Delayed transmitted pulse
scattered by the target is p(t − τj) and wj(t) is additive white Gaussian noise
estimated variance. After sampling of received signal, there are N sampled pulses
in each frame of jth receiver and rj = [rj1, r
j
2, ..., r
j
N ]
T represent received pulses in
a frame at jth receiver where pTx = [p1, p2, ..., pN ]
T are cross-ponding transmitted
pulses and one received pulse is
rji = ajpi−kj + w
j
i , i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N (3.13)
kj is a sampled version of delay as kj = dτj/Tse is Ts is sampling interval and d e
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shows rounding to nearest integer.
If target position is known then delay due to target is calculated by equation
(3.11). If pi−kj is known then aj can be estimated by some estimation technique.
Considering the channel gain is estimated by some means, and estimated channel
gain is aˆj , each r
j
i has a Gaussian distribution according to equation (3.13) so
rji ∼ N (aˆpi−kj , σ2) where σ2 is noise variance. If pi−kj are known, then the
likelihood of received signal given target state p(rji |s) can be expressed as
p(rji |s) ∝ e
−
rji − aˆjpi−kj
2σ2
(3.14)
It is seen from equation (3.11) and (3.12) that kj is a function of state s.
As noise is white, likelihood of received vector rj can be expressed as
p(rj|s) ∝ e−
ΣNi=1(r
j
i − aˆjpi−kj)2
2σ2
(3.15)
By maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) technique, the amplitude of channel
gain can be estimated by [13]
ln(p(rj|s)) ∝ −Σ
N
i=1(r
j
i − aˆjpi−kj)2
2σ2
(3.16)
Now for MLE, left side is equal to zero and taking the derivative of right side where
the proportionality constant can be changed into equality as first term (which is
not appearing due to proportionality) derivative is zero with respect to aˆj
0 =
∂
∂aˆj
(−Σ
N
i=1(r
j
i − aˆjpi−kj)2
2σ2
) (3.17)
0 = −Σ
N
i=1(r
j
i − aˆjpi−kj )(−pi−kj)
σ2
(3.18)
0 = ΣNi=1(r
j
i pi−kj − aˆjp2i−kj ) (3.19)
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ΣNi=1aˆjp
2
i−kj = Σ
N
i=1(r
j
i pi−kj) (3.20)
aˆj =
ΣNi=1(r
j
i pi−kj )
ΣNi=1p
2
i−kj
(3.21)
As receiver channel gain aˆj is estimated by MLE approach, expanding expres-
sion (3.15)
p(rj|s) ∝ e
−ΣNi=1(rji 2)− ΣNi=1(aˆj2p2i−kj) + 2ΣNi=1(rji aˆjpi−kj )
2σ2
(3.22)
As ΣNi=1x = Nxˉ where xˉ is mean of x so the expression in (3.22) can be written
as
p(rj|s) ∝ e
−N(rji
2
)− aˆj2N(p2i−kj) + 2N(rji pi−kj )
2σ2
(3.23)
Similarly, value of aˆj from the equation (3.21) is
aˆj =
(rji pi−kj)
(p2i−kj )
(3.24)
Now putting value of aˆj in expression (3.23)
p(rj|s) ∝ e
−N(rji
2
)−N
(
(rji pi−kj )
(p2i−kj)
)2
(p2i−kj ) + 2N(r
j
i pi−kj)
2σ2
(3.25)
Multiplying and dividing expression (3.25) by (p2i−kj )
p(rj|s) ∝ e
−N(rji
2
) (p2i−kj)−N(rji pi−kj)
2
+ 2N(rji pi−kj)
2
2σ2(p2i−kj)
(3.26)
p(rj|s) ∝ e
−N(rji
2
)
2σ2
+
N(rji pi−kj)
2
2σ2(p2i−kj)
(3.27)
(rji
2
)
σ2
is assumed constant during one frame time so first term can be neglected
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and expanding second term in expression (3.27)
p(rj|s) ∝ e
(ΣNi=1 r
j
i pi−kj )
2
2σ2(ΣNi=1p
2
i−kj)
(3.28)
But p2i−kj is energy of transmitted pulses in one frame where Σ
N
i=1 r
j
i pi−kj is simply
obtained by cross correlation of transmitted pulses of one frame by received pulses
of the same frame.
Now the expression (3.28) can be generalized for multiple receiver nodes as
these receiver nodes are independent and NR is the number of received antennas
so
p(r1, r2, ..., rNR |s) =
NR∏
j=1
p(rj|s) ∝ e
ΣNRj=1(Σ
N
i=1 r
j
i pi−kj )
2
2σ2(ΣNi=1p
2
i−kj ) (3.29)
This relation will be used for weights in particle filter and also for calculation of
fitness value in particle swarm optimization.
3.2 Particle filter Algorithm
Particle filters are used in applications where a discrete-time state must be esti-
mated that evolves over time and system state is not known directly [44,54,58,70].
Measurements are known at each time instant. These noisy measurements, along
with the prior state information can be utilized to determine the hidden system
states. Since the measurements are obtained sequentially, particle filters use re-
cursive computation to incorporate all measurements through the current time
instant.
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Common applications of particle filters include target tracking, wireless channel
estimation, time series modeling and many other problems. Important problem
areas looked at by researchers are:
• Positioning, where one’s own position is to be estimated. This is a filtering
problem when the position is not fixed, but changes as a function of time [54].
• Target Tracking, where another object’s position is to be estimated based
on measurements obtained by sensors [14].
• Blind Detection, where the transmitted signals in flat-fading channels are
estimated without the use of pilot signals [71].
• Human Movement Tracking, where full body human motion can be tracked
recognized and quantified over a large range of motion [72].
Implementation of a particle filter requires both a time update operation and a
measurement update operation. The time update addresses the evolution of the
hidden system states over time by predicting the system states from each time
instant to the next. The measurement update incorporates the noisy measure-
ments into the estimate of the system state. These two operations compute the
conditional distribution of the system state to be estimated. This distribution
completely describes the estimated system state.
A hidden Markov model showed in Figure 3.1 which shows observable and unob-
servable states of a linear dynamic system.
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Figure 3.1: Hidden Markov Model
The subscript k denotes the time index, xi is a n dimensional random state vector;
x0, x1, ..., xk−1, xk is a Markov sequence of hidden state variables that must be
estimated and y1, y2, ..., yk−1, yk are the observations related to the correspond-
ing state vector. Let xo:k denote the sequence of state variables from 0 to k (i.e.
x0, x1, ..., xk). Similarly, let y1:k denote the sequence of measurements from 1 to
k; (i.e. y1, y2, ..., yk). The objective of filtering is to compute p(x0:k|y1:k). This
distribution is known as the filtering distribution or the posterior distribution and
its determination is the primary objective of the Bayesian Filtering algorithm.
We model the time evolution of the state variable by the equation [16]:
xk = f(xk−1,wk−1) (3.30)
For simplicity of derivation, wk−1 is a Gaussian process noise wk ∼ N (0, Q)
where Q is a process noise covariance matrix. The system state at time k is only
dependent upon the system state at time k − 1 and not on any previous system
states. This system is therefore a first order Markov process [16]:
p(xk|xk−1,xk−2, ..., x0) = p(xk|xk−1) (3.31)
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The measurement model is
yk = f(xk, νk) (3.32)
where yk is the measurement obtained at time k and νk−1 is a Gaussian mea-
surement noise νk ∼ N (0, R) where R is a measurement noise covariance matrix.
It is clear from the measurement model that the measurement at time k is only
dependent upon the system state at time k and not on any other measurement or
state [16]:
p(yk|xk,x0:k−1,y0:k−1) = p(yk|xk) (3.33)
Computing the filtering distribution p(x0:k|y1:k) is not a trivial problem, since it
depends on all the states from 0 to k. However, if only the current state xk is
estimated, then to compute the marginal of the filtering distribution p(xk|y1:k)
one does not need to keep track of all the states. Computation of p(xk|y1:k) is
done recursively using a two step process of prediction and correction. In the
prediction step, given p(xk−1|y1:k−1), we compute p(xk|y1:k−1). In the correction
step, we update the predicted density of xk with the measurement yk to compute
p(xk|y1:k). This two step procedure is repeated recursively for all the time steps.
3.2.1 Prediction Step
The prediction step computes p(xk|y1:k−1) from p(xk−1|y1:k−1). To do this, we
need to know Bayes’ multiplication theorem [73]:
P (A,B|C) = P (B|C).P (A|B,C) (3.34)
We compute p(xk|y1:k−1) as follows [16]:
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p(xk|y1:k−1) =
∫
p(xk, xk−1|y1:k−1) dxk−1
p(xk|y1:k−1) =
∫
p(xk−1|y1:k−1)p(xk |xk−1,y1:k−1) dxk−1
p(xk|y1:k−1) =
∫
p(xk|xk−1)p(xk−1|y1:k−1) dxk−1
(3.35)
Equation (3.35) is known as the Chapman-Kolmogrov Equation [16] and is used
to implement the prediction step. The next section will derive the correction step
in which yk is incorporated into p(xk|y1:k−1).
3.2.2 Correction Step
The correction step computes p(xk|y1:k). This requires the use of Bayes’ Theorem
[73]:
P (A|B,C) = P (A|C).P (B|A,C)
P (B|C) (3.36)
Therefore,
p(xk|y1:k) = p(xk|y1:k−1,yk) (3.37)
By using Bayes’ theorm in equation (3.37)
p(xk|y1:k−1,yk) = p(xk|y1:k−1).p(yk|xk,y1:k−1)
p(yk|y1:k−1)
(3.38)
Now by using Bayes’ multiplication theorem in equation (3.38)
p(xk|y1:k−1,yk) = p(xk|y1:k−1).p(yk|xk)
p(yk|y1:k−1)
(3.39)
In equation (3.39) p(yk|xk) is called the likelihood function, p(xk|y1:k−1) is called
the prior or the prediction density and p(yk|y1:k−1) is called the evidence function.
But the recursive propagation of (3.35) and (3.39) is only conceptual solution
because it cannot be determined analytically as it require infinite dimensional vec-
tor to store entire probability distribution function (PDF) that is not necessarily
Gaussian. Therefore, different approximation methods are used.
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A Particle Filter (PF) is an approximation method to solve prediction and
correction steps of a Bayesian estimator by Stochastic Monte Carlo numerical in-
tegration. As it is out of scope to give the complete derivation of PF filter, so
a short mathematical formulation is presented. A detailed and complete mathe-
matical derivation of particle filter can be found in following literature [14,16,44].
The basic idea of particle filter is to use random samples directly from the state
space to approximate the posterior distribution p(x0:k|y1:k) and these random
samples are known as particles. Particle Filter considers full posterior distribution
p(x0:k−1|y1:k−1) at time k−1 rather than the filtering distribution p(xk−1|y1:k−1)
which is just the marginal of the full posterior distribution with respect to xk−1
then approximate the posterior distribution p(x0:k−1|y1:k−1) at time k − 1, with
a weighted set of samples {xi0:k−1, wik−1}Ni=1 where xi0:k−1 is random sample and
wik−1 is associated normalized weight of particle such that particle weight satisfy
ΣNi=1 w
i
k−1 = 1. It is very difficult and sometimes impossible to draw random
samples from the true posterior. These random samples are drawn using the prin-
ciple of importance sampling [74]. In importance sampling, one approximates a
target distribution p(x), using samples drawn from a proposal distribution q(x)
where proposal distribution is an easy to evaluate the distribution and proposal
distribution can be factorized in this form q(xk|xi0:k−1,y1:k). To compensate for
the discrepancy between the target and proposal distributions, one has to weight
each sample xi by wi ∝ π(x
i)
q(xi)
where π(x) is a function that is proportional to
p(x) and that we know how to evaluate and proposal distribution q(x). Applied
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to our posterior distribution at the time k − 1, importance sampling yields:
p(x0:k−1|y1:k−1) ≈ ΣNi=1 wikδ(x0:k−1 − xi0:k−1 ) (3.40)
where δ() is the Dirac function. These particles are recursively updated based
on their previous weight to obtain an approximation of the posterior distribution
p(x0:k|y1:k) at the next time step k each particles weight is set to
wik ∝ wik−1
p(yk|xik).p(xik|xik−1)
q(xk|xi0:k−1,y1:k)
(3.41)
Finally, the posterior probability distribution is approximated as
p(x0:k|y1:k) ≈ ΣNi=1 wikδ(x0:k − xi0:k ) (3.42)
3.2.3 Degeneracy problem
A major problem with particle filtering is degeneracy where the discrete random
measure degenerates quickly [16]. Therefore, after a few iterations, very few parti-
cles can contribute to the estimation. These particles with negligible weights have
almost no contribution in the estimation of the posterior distribution. Therefore,
carrying them forward is simply a waste of computational power. The performance
of the particle filter will deteriorate because of this degeneracy.
3.2.4 Resampling
One common way to deal with degeneracy is resampling. In resampling, one draws
(with replacement) a new set of N particles from the discrete approximation to
the filtering distribution p(xk|y1:k) (or to the full posterior distribution, if one
is interested in computing the full posterior) provided by the weighted particles
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according to equation (3.42).
A complete PF algorithm is presented by the flow chart in figure 3.2.
3.2.5 Resampling impoverishment problem
Since resampling is done with replacement, a particle with a large weight is likely
to be drawn multiple times and conversely particles with very small weights are not
likely to be drawn at all. Also, note that the weights of the new particles will all
be equal to 1/N . Thus, resampling effectively deals with the degeneracy problem
by getting rid of the particles with very small weights. This, however, introduces
a new problem called the sample impoverishment problem. Because particles with
large weights are likely to be drawn multiple times during resampling, whereas
particles with small weights are not likely to be drawn at all, the diversity of
the particles will tend to decrease after a resampling step. In the extreme case,
all particles might collapse into a single particle. This will negatively impact the
quality of the approximation, as one will be trying to represent a whole distribution
with a fewer number of distinct samples (in the case of a single particle, one will
be representing the full distribution with a single point estimate).
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3.3 PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
A detail discussion of particle swarm optimization is given in literature [20]. So
here we discuss the only functionality of particle swarm optimization.
3.3.1 Functionality of PSO algorithm
First, a swarm is formulated and it consists of particles. This swarm can move in
predefined search space. A particle represents a point in multidimensional space.
Particle position of each particle represents a potential solution in the search space.
Particle swarm optimization algorithm finds the optimal solution by probabilistic
and recursive modification of the these available solutions.
Let a swarm consists of NPSO particles in two dimensional Cartesian plane.
Particle position is represented by pi = [xi, yi]
T where xi is x-axis position and
yi is in y-axis position of ith particle. Each particle is moving with a velocity
vi = [vxi , vyi ]
T where vxi is x-axis velocity and vyi is in y-axis of ith particle. A
fitness function is defined which assigned values to each particle based on mea-
surements. Every particle in the swarm is moving randomly by some controlled
parameter which we will discuss later.
After every movement of particle, particle evaluates its fitness value with the
previous best value that particle has attained until now. If current fitness value
is better then it is updated in record with corresponding position of particle as
pi,b = [xi,b, yi,b]
T where pi,b is particle best position, xi,b is x-axis position, yi,b is y
axis position of particle.
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A global best value is attained by comparing all particles fitness values and select-
ing the best value in between them and comparing it to previous achieved global
best value if previous global best value is less than current global best value then
the global best value is updated in record with its position and this position is
a global best position as gb = [xgb, ygb]
T where gb is the global best position, xgb
is the x-axis position, ygb is the y axis position of the global best particle. The
movement of particles is controlled by three control parameter, that are inertia
weight(wi) , local acceleration constant(cl) and global acceleration constant(cg).
Inertia weight(wi) is used to control the contribution of past particle velocity in
current particle velocity, local acceleration constant(cl) is used to control velocity
contribution due to the difference between current particle position and particle
best position and global acceleration constant(cg) is used to control velocity con-
tribution due to the difference between current particle position and global best
position.
PSO algorithm steps are following:
Initialize swarm size, particles velocities, particles positions, inertia weight, lo-
cal acceleration constant, global acceleration constant, particle minimum position
limit maximum position limit, particle minimum velocity limit, particle maxi-
mum velocity limit, iteration number and also defines stopping criteria of PSO
algorithm.
Evaluate the fitness function for every particle and update its fitness value, par-
ticle best position and global best position by comparing with previous values.
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Update particle velocity by following equation
vk+1i = wiv
k
i + clr1(pi,b − pki ) + cgr2(gb − pki ) (3.43)
where k indicates iteration number, r1 and r2 are uniform distributed random
variables.
If particle velocity crossed maximum or minimum limit assign them maximum or
minim velocity limit value accordingly.
Update particle position by following equation
pk+1i = p
k
i + v
k+1
i ◦ pki (3.44)
here ◦ presents a Hadamard product. If the particle position crossed maximum or
minimum limit, assign them maximum or minim position limit value accordingly.
Check if stop criteria is met or not, if yes then stop and global best is problem
solution otherwise repeats all steps from calculating fitness values until stopping
criteria met.
3.3.2 PSO bias and slow convergence issues
Standard PSO has a bias issue. PSO particles have a clear bias in their movement
direction that depends on the direction of the coordinate axis [22–24]. Due to this
biased movement, sometime optimal solution is missed by PSO mainly in noisy
environment. Standard PSO also has slow convergence issues, if the convergence
of PSO is improved, it also causes an increase of steady state error [75].
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CHAPTER 4
PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
In this work, two novel UWB multi-static radar target tracking approaches based
on Particle Filter embedded Particle Swarm Optimization are proposed.
4.1 AW-PSO-Particle Filter
A novel UWB multi-static radar target tracking approach based on Particle filter
embedded Particle swarm optimization is proposed. PF has a sample impover-
ishment problem due to loss of diversity of particles after re-sampling step. The
divergence of PF Particles is maintained by adding PSO before re- sampling stage
in PF. PSO has inherit the bias problem due to particles movement towards their
coordinate axis and this is addressed by PF, as PF maintains a small sample of the
prior probability distribution to mitigate biasing effects of PSO. The slow conver-
gence in PSO is tackled using adaptive inertia weights. The proposed algorithm
not only handles above mentioned problems, but also improves target tracking ac-
curacy and robustness at the cost of minor additional computational complexity.
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We named this algorithm as a new algorithm is Adaptive inertia Weight Particle
Swarm Optimization Particle Filter.(AW-PSO-PF).
The sample impoverishment problem arises as PF particles are changed or
updated based on higher weight particles. The contribution from low weight
particles to estimate the prior probability distribution is reduced in resampling
stage of PF also results in poor particles diversity. This will degrade the quality
of estimation in particle filter. This problem can be addressed if we estimate the
current probability distribution instead of prior probability distribution. It will
improve estimation accuracy and eliminate the sample impoverishment problem.
PSO particles are used to estimate the current probability distribution to be
used in PF for target tracking. The convergence time of PSO algorithm depends
on speed of particles towards an optimal solution. The speed of PSO particles can
be controlled by following three factors:
1. Inertia weight
2. Difference between current particle position and best particle position.
3. Difference between current particle position and global best particle position.
If particle best position and global best position are also optimal/near-optimal
solution, increase in speed of particles towards that position increases the conver-
gence rate. For the case when particle best position/global best position are not
an optimal solution, increase in speed of particles towards that position results
in decrease of convergence rate. If we control particles speed such that it also
dependents on particle fitness variation due to particle movements as:
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1. If particle fitness value increases, i.e. particle is moving towards optimal
/near-optimal solution and hence particle speed will be increased.
2. decrease in particle fitness value means particle is not moving towards opti-
mal/near optimal solution so particle speed will be decreased.
3. If the particle fitness value does not change, its inertia weight is calculated
based on current fitness value.
The above stated mechanism can be implemented if we set the inertia weight of
each particle according to the difference of particle fitness value in each iteration.
The inertia weight is increased if particle current fitness value is better than
particle previous fitness value. If the particle current fitness value is less than
particle previous fitness value, the inertia weight is decreased. The inertia weight
is adjusted adaptively according to following equation
ωi(n) =
s(1− e(Jinorm(n))
(1 + e−ΔJinorm(n))
(4.1)
where
ΔJ inorm(n) = J
i
norm(n− 1)− J inorm(n) (4.2)
Here, ωi(n) is the current inertia weight of ith PSO particle, n is a PSO itera-
tion number, s is control parameter use to control the range of inertia weights,
ΔJ inormi(n) is the difference between particle current fitness value, J
i
norm(n) , and
particle previous fitness value, J inorm(n− 1) normalized from 0 to 1.
After assigning inertia weights to PSO particles, the conventional PSO is mod-
ified with these adaptive inertia weights and before its convergence we use these
PSO particles with PF particles for target estimation. The block diagram of
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proposed algorithm is shown in figure 4.1. For simplicity and readability list of
parameters used are described in table 4.1.
Initialize Time update
Measurement
update
AWPSO
PF processingPF estimate
Figure 4.1: AWPSOPF Block diagram
The description of each block is as follows:
4.1.1 Initialization
First of all total number of PF and PSO particles are initialized. We assumed
that initial target position is known. The PF particles are initialized as sjPF = stgt
where j is a PF particle index and j ∈ {1, 2, ..., NPF}. Values for clPSO , cgPSO ,
xminpso , xmaxpso , vminpso , vmaxpso , PSO iteration limit PF resampling limit and PF
particles weight threshold are initialized.
4.1.2 Time update
Target is moved according to following dynamic model:
sktgt = Fs
k−1
tgt
(4.3)
here k is current trajectory index and F is target movement transition matrix
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Table 4.1: List of AW-PSO-PF parameters
Parameter symbol Description
xtgt Target x axis position
ytgt Target y axis position
ptgt Target position state vector
ptgt = [xtgt ytgt]
T
vxtgt Target x axis velocity
vytgt Target y axis velocity
stgt Target state vector
stgt = [xtgt vxtgt ytgt vytgt ]
T
xpso PSO particle x axis position
ypso PSO particle y axis position
ppso PSO particle position vector
ppso = [xpso ypso]
T
vxpso PSO particle x axis velocity
vypso PSO particle y axis velocity
vpso PSO particle velocity vector
vpso = [vxpso ypso]
T
ωPSO PSO particle inertia weight
JPSO PSO fitness value
NPSO Total PSO particles
xPbpso PSO particle x axis best position
yPbpso PSO particle y axis best position
pPbpso PSO particle best position vector
pPbpso = [xPbpso , yPbpso ]
T
xgbpso PSO x axis global best position
ygbpso PSO y axis global best position
pgbpso PSO global position vector
pgbpso = [xgbpso , ygbpso ]
T
clPSO PSO local acceleration constant
cgPSO PSO global acceleration constant
xminpso min. limit of PSO particles positions in any axis
xmaxpso max. limit of PSO particles positions in any axis
vminpso min. limit of PSO particles velocity in any axis
vmaxpso max. limit of PSO particles velocity in any axis
xPF PF particle x axis position
yPF PF particle y axis position
vxPF PF particle x axis velocity
vyPF PF particle y axis velocity
sPF PF particle state vector
sPF = [xPF vxPF yPF vyPF ]
T
NPF Total PF particles
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defined as
F =

1 Tf 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 Tf
0 0 0 1

(4.4)
TF is frame time after which measurements are processed.
PF particles are updated according to following equation.
sk,jPF = Fs
k−1,j
PF + νk
(4.5)
νk is a multivariate Gaussian noise, νk ∼ N (0, Q) with zero mean and covariance
Q. The covariance matrix used is as follows
Q = σ2a

T 4f /4 T
3
f /2 0 0
T 3f /2 T
2
f 0 0
0 0 T 4f /4 T
3
f /2
0 0 T 3f /2 T
2
f

(4.6)
where σ2a is target acceleration variance.
The positions of PSO particles are initialized as pipso ∼ U(pktgt,QPPSO) where
i is PSO particle index, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., NPSO}, U is unform distribution, QPPSO =
(xmaxpso−xminpso)I, I is identity matrix and vipso ∼ U(0,QvPSO), QvPSO = (vmaxpso−
vminpso)I. xminpso is updated as xminpso = x
k
tgt − xminpso , xmaxpso = xktgt + xmaxpso .
PSO particles best position is piP bpso = p
i
pso.
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4.1.3 Measurement update
Unmodulated first derivative Gaussian mono-cycle pulses p(t) are transmitted by
the multi static radar transmitter and multiple receivers wait for pulse repetition
time to receive reflected pulses. PF weight and PSO fitness values are assigned
by following equation(already discussed in 3.1.3)
wPF = JPSO = e
ΣNRjR=1(Σ
N
ip=1 r
jR
ip pip−kjR )
2
2σ2(ΣNip=1p
2
ip−kjR)
(4.7)
where N is total pulses in one frame. ip is the pulse number in the frame, jR is
receiver number, NR is number of total receivers, pip−kjR is delayed pulse at jRth
receiver, kjR is delay at jRth receiver, r
jR
ip is received pulse at jRth receiver and
σ2 is process noise.
All PF and PSO particles are updated using equation (4.7). The inertia weights
iwiPSO are assigned according to equation (4.1). pgbpso is updated by comparing
fitness values of all PSO particles. The particle with maximum fitness value, its
position is assigned as pgbpso .
4.1.4 Adaptive inertia Weight Particle Swarm Optimiza-
tion
The steps of Adaptive inertia Weight Particle Swarm Optimization (AWPSO)
algorithm are as follows:
1. PSO particles velocities are updated using following equation
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vi,n+1pso = ω
i
PSOv
i,n
pso + clPSOr1(p
i
P bpso − pipso) + cgPSOr2(pgbpso − pipso) (4.8)
r1 and r2 are uniform distributed random variables.
2. The maximum and minimum limits of particles velocities are checked and if
they exceed the specified limit, it is set to that limit.
3. The positions of PSO particles are updated using following equation
pi,n+1pso = p
i,n
pso + TF v
i,n+1
pso
(4.9)
4. The maximum and minimum limits of particles positions are checked and if
they exceed the specified limit, it is set to that limit.
5. The new fitness values of PSO particles are calculated using the equation
(4.7) and new inertia weights, particle best position and global best position
are updated.
6. The condition for stopping criterion is checked, stop if it is met, otherwise
repeat from step 1 of AWPSO.
4.1.5 Particle Filter Processing
PF processing steps are following.
1. First, PSO particles best fitness values are compared to PF particles weights,
if PSO particles best fitness value is higher than PF weights, their positions
and particle best fitness values are assigned to PF particle positions and
weights respectively. Otherwise PF particles maintains their positions and
weights.
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2. In this step, the PF particle weight and resampling limit are checked against
the set threshold and if the condition is met, we forward these particles to
the estimation stage, otherwise PF particles are resampled using equation
(4.5) and repeat the same step.
4.1.6 Particle Filter estimation Stage
The target position is estimated using following equation.
pˆktgt =
ΣNPFj=1 (s
k,j
PF )
NPF
(4.10)
If further target tracking is required, the whole process is started from time
update step excluding the initialization step.
4.2 Distributed Particle swarm optimization
Particle Filter
Our second proposed algorithm is an enhanced version of the AWPSOPF algo-
rithm to further improve the particles diversity and tracking robustness. The
social interaction of PSO particles is increased by dividing them in small groups.
It makes the algorithm more robust. We named this algorithm as Distributed
Particle Swarm Optimization Particle Filter (DPSOPF).
The conventional PSO algorithm relies on global best particle and PSO particles
tends to move towards that global best particle position. It is possible that par-
ticles will not explore the search space significantly, due to the reason that if in
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Figure 4.2: AWPSOPF Algorithm
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the global best is a local optimal solution in the beginning, there is a chance of
misleading and consequently the particles miss the actual optimal position.
In this algorithm, the grouping of particles is based on their neighbors at mini-
mum distance and local best position for each group is introduced. Now each PSO
particle also holds its group information in addition to particle position, particle
velocities, particle fitness value, particle best fitness value and particle best posi-
tion. A variable variance parameter is also introduced in PSO velocity equation
to control the influence of local best positions and it is defined as:
V nPSO =
−Amax
(1 + e(n−Vmid)/S)
+ Amax (4.11)
where Amax is used to control the value for VPSO, n is a PSO iteration number,
Vmid is to indicate mid point of variance parameter from where the influence of
local best is reduces compare to global best and S is to control the decreasing
speed of variance. The local best particles within the group are used to estimate
current probability distribution function for particle filter along with previous
prior probability distribution to improve the performance. Since initialization,
time update, measurement update and PF estimation steps remain same as our
previously proposed AWPSOPF algorithm. Here in DPSOPF proposed algorithm,
AWPSO step is replaced by DPSO with slight modification in PF processing stage
of AWPSOPF algorithm, are shown in figure 4.3 and discussed as follows:
4.2.1 Distributed Particle Swarm Optimization
1. The PSO particles are grouped based on minimum distance neighborhood.
The group best position, pnggrpbpso , is calculated based on the best particle
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Figure 4.3: DPSOPF Block diagram
fitness value within a group, pnggrpbpso = [x
ng
grpbpso
, ynggrpbpso ]
T where xnggrpbpso and
ynggrpbpso are x, y axis positions accordingly and ng is a particle group number.
2. Since the group best position is different, the PSO particle velocity equation
is updated in groups as follows:
vi,n+1pso = ω
i
PSOv
i,n
pso + clPSOr1(p
i
P bpso − pipso) + cpPSOr2(pgbpso − pipso)
+V nPSO r3(p
ng
grpbpso
− pipso))
(4.12)
where r3 is a uniform distributed random variables. The details of other
variables are already discussed before the preceding sections.
3. The maximum and minimum limits of particles velocities are checked and if
they exceed the specified limit, it is set to that limit.
4. The positions of PSO particles are updated using following equation
pi,n+1pso = p
i,n
pso + TF v
i,n+1
pso
(4.13)
5. The maximum and minimum limits of particles positions are checked and if
they exceed the specified limit, it is set to that limit.
6. The new fitness values of PSO particles are calculated using equation 4.7
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and new inertia weights, particle best position, group best positions and
global best position are updated.
7. The condition for stopping criterion is checked, stop if it is met, otherwise
repeat from step 2 of DPSO.
4.2.2 Modified Particle Filter processing
PF processing steps are following.
1. First, PSO particles group best fitness values are compared to PF particle
weights, if PSO particles best fitness value is higher than PF weight,their
positions and particle group best fitness values are assigned to PF particle
positions and weights respectively.
2. In this step, the PF particle weight and resampling limit are checked against
the set threshold and if the condition is met, we forward these particles to
the estimation stage, otherwise PF particles are resampled using equation
(4.5) and repeat the same step.
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Figure 4.4: DPSOPF Algorithm
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND
RESULTS
5.1 Test setup
A square surveillance area of 100 × 100 meters is monitored by a UWB multistatic
radar, which consists of one transmitter (Tx) and three receiver nodes (Rx1, Rx2
and Rx3). Transmitter and receiver nodes are located in the center of each side
of surveillance area.
Origin of the coordinate system is located at lower left corner of the surveillance
area while the position of Tx node is (0,50) and Rx nodes are positioned at
(50,0),(100,50) and (50,100).
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Figure 5.1: Radar Sensor Network Setup
5.1.1 Radar sensor network parameters
Tx node transmits 1.4 nanosecond width first derivative Gaussian mono-cycle
pulse of Amplitude 1. After transmission of one pulse, wait time for reflected
signal is 940 ns as shown in figure 5.2. All processing is done by taking one pulse
in a frame where frame duration is 200 ms. The received signal is sampled at
1.5GHz.
Testing is performed from -20dB to 5dB SNR and channel gain is randomly
varied between -1 to 1. All algorithms are tested by using same random seed.
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Figure 5.2: First derivative Gaussian monocycle pulse with reflection time wait
and its spectrum
5.1.2 Target model
For radar systems, target is characterized by radar cross section (RCS) func-
tion [7]. A target’s RCS represents the amount of energy reflected from the target
toward the receiver as a function of the target aspect with respect to the trans-
mitter/receiver pair. It is well known that this function is rapidly changing as a
function of the target aspect [7]. Target radar cross section area (RCS) for human
is assumed 1 meter square and shape of the target is rectangular similar to normal
human width 0.45 cm and thickness 0.24 cm [76].
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Target is modeled as Swerling 1 model. Swerling 1 models the target’s RCS
with two degrees of freedom Chi-square distribution. Target’s RCS is vary from
frame to frame, but not varying within one frame.
5.1.3 Testing trajectory and Target velocities
Four different trajectories are tested. First trajectory is a simple straight line
shown in figure 5.3. Second trajectory is a circle shown in figure 5.4. Third
trajectory is a mix of straight line and ellipse as shown in figure 5.5 and fourth
trajectory is a zigzag as shown in figure 5.6 where the arrows represent the direc-
tion of movement. In all trajectories, target speed is 11KM/hour, but target x
axis and y axis velocities are varying due to change of direction of the target. It
is assumed that the target acceleration variance is twice of target speed.
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Figure 5.3: Straight line trajectory
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Figure 5.4: Circle trajectory
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Figure 5.5: Straight line - Ellipse - Straight line trajectory
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Figure 5.6: Zigzag trajectory
5.1.4 Algorithm parameters
All algorithms are tested by the implementation of 100 PSO particles. In DP-
SOPF, each group consists of 4 particles, therefore there are 25 group best par-
ticles. AWPSOPF also selects 25 particles for PF processing so its performance
can be measured on the same scale. All PSO based algorithms are stopped after
10 iterations where PF particles resampling limit is also 10. So PSO and PF
algorithms have the same number of particle movements, but AWPSOPF and
DPSOPF have additional particle movements and DPSOPF also have additional
computational complexity due to particles grouping.
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5.2 Results
PF, AWPSO. AWPSOPF and DPSOPF are tested by same random seed on dif-
ferent trajectories and at different SNRs. All algorithms are tested in the low
SNR scenario. Best and worst SNR due to channel gain and fluctuating target
model is shown in figure 5.7 where SNR due to noise only is -20dB.
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Figure 5.7: Best and worst SNR where SNR due to noise is -20dB
5.2.1 Algorithm tracking Error
The tracking error is calculated by following equation
ERMSE =
√
ΣTti=1(ptgtti − pˆtgtti)2
T
(5.1)
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where ti is trajectory index, T is total trajectory points, ptgt is actual target
position, pˆtgt is estimated target position and ERMSE is Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) of that trajectory. If in any trajectory target tracking is lost, then error
after tracking lost is not included in calculations. Following figures 5.8, 5.9,5.10
and 5.11 show different algorithm errors in different trajectories.
Root Mean Square Error of Straight line trajectory
It can be seen from figure 5.8 that PSO based target tracking has highest error
rate at -20 dB, tracking error significantly reduce at -15 dB but it is still higher
than AWPSOPF and DPSOPF. Tracking error of PSO is very close when the
SNR is -10 dB or more than -10 dB . Where PF also has higher tracking error
as compared to AWPSOPF and DPSOPF algorithms at -20 dB and from -15 dB
and above PF tracking error is highest among all other tested algorithms. The
AWPSOPF tracking error is also higher than DPSOPF algorithm at -20 dB, but
at -15 dB and above both algorithms have similar tracking error. Figure 5.8 also
shows that in RMSE terms DPSOPF is performing best and AWPSOPF results
are also superior than PSO and PF algorithms.
Root Mean Square Error of Circle trajectory
It can be seen from figure 5.9 that PSO based target tracking has highest error
rate at -20dB, tracking error significantly reduce at -15dB and very close to AW-
PSOPF and DPSOPF tracking error. Where PF also have higher tracking error
as compare to AWPSOPF and DPSOPF algorithms at -20dB. From -15 dB and
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Figure 5.8: RMS tracking error on straight line trajectory
above SNRs, the PF tracking error is highest among all other tested algorithms.
The AWPSOPF tracking error is also higher than DPSOPF algorithm at -20dB
but at -15 dB and above both algorithms have similar tracking error. Figure
5.9 also shows that in RMSE terms DPSOPF is performing best and AWPSOPF
results are also superior than PSO and PF algorithms in worst condition.
Root Mean Square Error of Straight line Ellipse Straight line trajectory
It can be seen from figure 5.10 that PSO based target tracking has highest error
rate at -20 dB and it remains highest up to -10 dB. Tracking error of PSO is very
close when the SNR is -5 dB or more than -5 dB . Where PF also has higher
tracking error as compare to AWPSOPF and DPSOPF algorithms at -20 dB, -
15 dB and -10dB , From -5 dB and above PF tracking error is highest among
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Figure 5.9: RMS tracking error on circular trajectory
all other tested algorithms. AWPSOPF and DPSOPF algorithms have similar
tracking error.
Root Mean Square Error of zigzag trajectory
As seen from figure 5.11 that PF has highest tracking error at -20 dB and PF
tracking error is similar to all other remaining algorithms when the SNR is -15dB
or more.
Comparison of Root Mean Square Error Tracking Error
The tracking error is compared for different algorithms to evaluate performance of
proposed algorithms. Tracking error of different algorithms is given in following
Table.
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Figure 5.10: RMS tracking error on a straight line, ellipse & straight line trajectory
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Figure 5.11: RMS tracking error on Zigzag trajectory
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Table 5.1: Tracking Error Comparisons
Method Tracking error (in meters)
PF (UWB) [77] 0.500
PFPSO [78] 0.2891
Fuzzy logic cat 1 [79] 0.263
Fuzzy logic cat 2 [79] 0.275
Fuzzy logic cat 3 [79] 0.356
PF (UWB-IR)[Resimulated] 0.3091
PSO [Resimulated] 0.3153
AWPSOPF [Proposed] 0.1977
DPSOPF [Proposed] 0.1922
It can be seen from table 5.1 that DPSOPF outperforms all other algorithms
where AWPSOPF is also better than all other algorithms except DPSOPF.
5.2.2 Algorithm tracking Robustness
The tracking robustness of the algorithm is measured as how many times a com-
plete trajectory is tracked with no tracking loss and calculating percentage with
total tested trajectories at different SNRs. The tracking robustness of the pro-
posed algorithms are compared with other methods as shown Table 5.2. The
robustness of our algorithms is more than PSO and PF while DPSOPF outper-
forms all algorithms in terms of robustness.
Table 5.2: Tracking robustness comparisons
Method Tracking robustness (%)
PF 54.17
PSO 87.50
AWPSOPF 95.80
DPSOPF 99.20
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5.2.3 Computation Complexity Comparison of Algorithm
The computation complexity of the algorithm is calculated based on number of
multiplication and number of additions required for the implementation of algo-
rithm. Table 5.3 shows computational complexity where lPF is resampling limit
Table 5.3: Computational Complexity of Algorithms
Method Number of Multiplications Number of Additions
PF 3× lPF ×NPF 2× lPF ×NPF
PSO 4× lPSO ×NPSO 3× lPSO ×NPSO
AWPSOPF 4× lPSO ×NPSO + 3× lPF ×NPF 3× lPSO ×NPSO + 2× lPF ×NPF
DPSOPF 5× lPSO ×NPSO + 3× lPF ×NPF 4× lPSO ×NPSO + 2× lPF ×NPF
for PF method, lPSO is the PSO iteration limit, NPF is the number of PF par-
ticles and NPSO is number of PSO particles. Each PF particle required three
multiplications, one for particle movement and two multiplications to draw noise
vector from multimodal distribution according to the equation 4.5. Each particle
required two additions according to equation 4.5 and equation 4.10. Each PSO
particle required four multiplications and three additions according to equation
3.43 and equation 3.44. In AWPSOPF algorithm PSO multiplication and addi-
tion operations remain the same where additional multiplications and additions
are added due to PF. There are five multiplications and four additions for each
PSO particle in DPSO according to equation 4.12 and equation 4.13 where addi-
tional multiplications and additions are added due to PF.
For PF method, NPF is 100 and lPF is 10. For PSO method NPSO is 100 and
lPSO is 10. For AWPSOPF and DPSOPF method NPSO is 100, lPSO is 10, NPF
is 25 and lPF is 10.
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Table 5.4: Numeric Computational Complexity of algorithms
Method Number of Multiplications Number of Additions
PF 3× 10× 100 = 3000 2× 10× 100 = 2000
PSO 4× 10× 100 = 4000 3× 10× 100 = 3000
AWPSOPF 4× 10× 100 + 3× 10× 25 = 4750 3× 10× 100 + 2× 10× 25 = 3500
DPSOPF 5× 10× 100 + 3× 10× 25 = 5750 4× 10× 100 + 2× 10× 25 = 4500
5.2.4 Tracked and untracked trajectories
This section shows a few samples of completely tracked trajectories and examples
where tracking breaks.
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Figure 5.12: Target tracking on a straight line trajectory SNR 5 dB by PF
In figure 5.12, red shows the actual trajectory followed by the target, actual target
is moving at a speed of 11 KM/hr on a straight line from left bottom to right top
where this target is tracked by PF as shown by the blue and measurement SNR
is 5dB where acceleration variance is 22 KM/hr.
In figure 5.13 red shows actual target is moving on a straight line trajectory
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Figure 5.13: Target tracking lost on Straight line trajectory SNR -10 dB by PF
and blue shows that PF lost target tracking where measurement SNR is -10 dB
where acceleration variance is 22 KM/hr. At the start of tracking target is tracked
successfully, but after covering approximately more than mid trajectory tracking
is lost and not recovered again. In figure 5.14 red shows that actual target is
moving at a circular trajectory and blue shows that DPSOPF successfully tracked
target where measurement SNR is 5 dB where acceleration variance is 22 KM/hr.
In figure 5.15 red shows actual target is moving at a circular trajectory and blue
shows that PF lost target tracking where measurement SNR is 0 dB. At the start
of tracking target is tracked successfully, but after covering approximately three
quarters of trajectory, tracking is lost.
In figure 5.16 red shows that actual target is moving at a straight then ellipti-
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Figure 5.14: Target tracking on circular trajectory SNR 5dB by DPSOPF
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Figure 5.15: Target Tracking lost on Circular trajectory SNR 0dB by PF
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Figure 5.16: Target tracking on straight line elliptical trajectory SNR 5dB by
AWPSOPF
cal then straight trajectory and blue shows that AWPSOPF successfully tracked
target where measurement SNR is 5 dB where acceleration variance is 22 KM/hr.
In figure 5.17 red shows actual target is moving first on a straight, then an
elliptical, then again on a straight trajectory and blue shows that PSO lost target
tracking where measurement SNR is -15 dB where acceleration variance is 22
KM/hr. At the start of tracking target is tracked successfully, but when the target
turns from elliptical to the straight path, target tracking is lost. In figure 5.18 red
shows that actual target is moving at a zigzag trajectory and blue shows that PSO
successfully tracked target where measurement SNR is 5 dB where acceleration
variance is 22 KM/hr.
In figure 5.19 red shows actual target is moving on zigzag trajectory and blue shows
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Figure 5.17: Target Tracking lost by PSO on Straight line elliptical trajectory and
SNR -15dB
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Figure 5.18: Target Tracking by PSO on zigzag trajectory and SNR 5dB
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that PF lost target tracking where measurement SNR is -20 dB where acceleration
variance is 22 KM/hr. At the start of tracking target is tracked successfully, but
after covering half of trajectory tracking is lost.
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Figure 5.19: Target Tracking lost by PF on Zigzag trajectory and SNR -20dB
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK
In this work PF embedded PSO based on adaptive inertia weights and particle
neighbourhood grouping based algorithms are proposed. The PF sample impov-
erishment problem is solved by using the diversity of PSO particles. The con-
vergence of PSO algorithm is improved by using fitness based adaptive weights.
The PSO bias problem is tackled by using PF algorithm. The performance of
PSO algorithm is improved by increasing social interaction. The robustness of PF
algorithm is improved by embedding PSO algorithm. The combination of these
two PSO variants with PF not only improves accuracy, but also provides a robust
solution for target tracking problem as in the case of human tracking in indoor
environments.
The combination of PSO and PF increases the computational complexity. It is
required to reduce this computational complexity using efficient implementation
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techniques like drop the PSO particles if these particles fitness value is decreasing
compared to other PSO particles after some iterations.
The proposed work can be further extended using clutter mitigation techniques
for indoor environment and fine tuning of different algorithm parameters for bet-
ter performance in cluttered environments. The proposed work can be further
extended by using different distribution techniques of small swarm other than
minimum distance. These different distribution techniques can be analyzed for
different scenarios. The search space can be divided into geometric regions by
squares or cubes, circles or spheres, etc. Particles can be equally distributed in
these search space divisions where particles can be randomly distributed within
distributed regions. Figure 6.1 shows such division where 96 particles are divided
into 16 regions and each region have 6 particles that are randomly distributed
within each region.
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Figure 6.1: Particle distribution in squares
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